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Welcome to Science and Medicine Dispatch, the monthly newsletter bringing you items of interest
from the Science and Health Care Libraries of Oxford University. Subscribe by sending a blank email
to rsl-and-hcl-newsletter-subscribe@maillist.ox.ac.uk, or contact newsletter.rsl@bodleian.ox.ac.uk.
The newsletter can also be read online at
www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/science/about/science-and-medicine-dispatch

What’s new
 Oxford Open Access Service Design Project

Opening Hours (Vacation)
Monday to Friday 8:30am-7pm
Saturdays 10am-2pm
Sundays closed

Contacts
Radcliffe Science Library
Phone: 01865-272800
Email: enquiries.rsl@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Web: www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/science/
@radcliffescilib
Radcliffe Science Library

The University’s Research Committee has approved setting up the
Oxford Open Access Service Design Project led by the Bodleian
Libraries. The overarching aim is to make it easy for Oxford authors
to send manuscripts to the Bodleian Open Access Team.
Further details can be found at http://tinyurl.com/m2trff4
 Weston Library opening hours
It is planned that reading rooms in the new
Weston Library will be open from 22nd
September 2014. Proposed opening hours
for all parts of the Weston Library can be
found at http://tinyurl.com/nrr7clt.

10 years of Scopus
Scopus from Elsevier is celebrating its 10th anniversary
this year. This is one of the key databases of peerreviewed literature focusing on science and medicine
subscribed to by the Bodleian Libraries.
Features include citation tracking, bibliometric analysis
including SCImago Journal Rank, and export to
RefWorks, EndNote and Mendeley.
Further details can be found at http://10.scopus.com/

Catalogue of the Bodmer Archive
The catalogue of the archive of human and medical geneticists Sir Walter Bodmer and Lady Julia
Bodmer is now available to researchers at http://tinyurl.com/pgab9vc.
Further information on this project can be found at
http://tinyurl.com/nwsfb32.
The project to catalogue the papers comes under the
Saving Oxford Medicine initiative, which aims to
record key sources for the recent history of medicine
in Oxford. The Bodmer archive has been catalogued
Lady Julia Bodmer
during a time of wider national effort by archivists to
preserve the documentary heritage of genetics and genomics, and has been
generously supported by the Wellcome Trust.
Sir Walter Bodmer
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Opening Hours
Cairns Library, John Radcliffe
Accessible 24 hours a day, 7 days a
week
Staffed 9am-7pm Monday to Friday,
10am-7pm Wednesday
Knowledge Centre,
Old Road Campus
Accessible 9am-6pm Monday to Friday
Staffed 9am-6pm Monday to Friday,
10:45am-6pm Wednesday

Contacts
Phone: 01865-221936
Email: hcl-enquiries@bodleian.ox.ac.uk
Web: www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/medicine

Medicine Dispatch
Library Focus Groups for MSD – we’d like to get to
know you better!
The Health Care Libraries would like you to share your thoughts about
ways to improve our library services, collections, and spaces to help you in
your studies and research.
We’re planning a series of focus groups and surveys with different
groups in the Medical Science Division over the next few months.
We’re particularly interested in hearing about:
 What can we do for you to support your studies and research?
 Your awareness of our services – for example, did you know we
already….
 In an ideal world, what would you like us
to offer you?
This is a great opportunity for you to tell us
about improvements we can make, how we
can work with you, and whether there’s
anything new we can do for you. If we can,
we want to make any changes that come up
in our discussions.
We’ll be contacting departments over the
summer looking for people to take part.
Keep an eye out for us announcing more
information, or if you’d like to register your
interest please contact us at
hcl-enquiries@bodleian.ox.ac.uk

New edition of Vesalius The Fabric of the Human Body to be exhibited
The Science and Health Care Libraries are pleased to announce that we are displaying a new edition of
De Humani Corporis Fabrica (The Fabric of the Human Body), by Andreas Vesalius (1514 – 1564) - an annotated
translation (2012) by D. H. Garrison and M. H. Hast.
It was purchased thanks to the generosity of donors, including the Friends of
the Bodleian, and will initially be displayed in the Cairns Library at the John
Radcliffe Hospital, before being transferred to the
Radcliffe Science Library.
Vesalius is a major figure in medical history thanks to his ground breaking
work in anatomy, and Fabrica is one of the most important books in the
history of medicine as it fostered a radical shift in anatomical and medical
thinking.
This new English translation is timed to mark the 500th anniversary of his
birth, and incorporates the 1543 and 1555 editions as well as Vesalius' later
annotations, showing the development of his thoughts and findings and
which aspects of traditional knowledge he accepted and rejected.
More information can be found at www.vesalius-fabrica.com.
Contact us at hcl-enquiries@bodleian.ox.ac.uk or 01865 221936 to check
opening times or arrange a visit.
Woodcut illustration from the new Fabrica

